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Acoustic in a new design
The office should be bright, modern and mobile:

Angle supports made from chrome steel.

Screened workplaces in office landscapes are indispensable when it comes to powers of concentration and minimising noise sources

in a lively office environment. Transparent, absorbent partitions are placed directly at the workplace as light-transmissive privacy 
screens to create a personal and protected work area without loss of daylight and without frames. 

Special dimensions to meet your requirements on enquiry.

Delivery:
Acoustic panels and supports are packaged in protective sheeting. The angle supports can be mounted on the transparent panels 

with connecting bolts. 
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Sound absorption for highest standards 
Translucent, sound-absorbing screening element

The office should be bright, modern and mobile
Young people want workplaces that are furnished in an environmentally friendly, bright and modern way. This was shown by a

representative study conducted worldwide on behalf of Haworth.

News daylight: Light-transmissive acoustic elements lift the spirit
Lichtlabor Bartenbach has been researching the effects of daylight on people since the 70ies. Their finding: Daylight results in a higher 
level of productivity and wellbeing of the test subjects. At the same time, there is a reduced error rate in tests. 
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Application examples
There are no limits to your creativity

Application on windows Absorbent luminaire Absorbent acoustic image

Transparent, absorbent baffle luminaireIn combination with Sonoperf

The solution for your acoustics 

problem

We can help you find your individual 

solutions with experts in the areas of 

processing, acoustics, room climate, 

illumination and many more.

We at akustik & innovation gmbh are 

always happy to answer your questions all 

around acoustics. 

Hear the difference today!
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